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OVER HEDGE AND DITCH…
………the Missouri Fox Trotting Horses will carry their riders. These horses from the
Middle West of the US are very surefooted because of their special gait.
What is a Foxtrot? It is a difficult question, which one can answer only after having
adventured these horses in the US. I am not talking about the shows, but the trail riding. It
is unbelievable how surefooted those horses move even over the most difficult terrain;
take the Grand Canyon for example. Indefatigable and absolutely safe they climb like
goats steep hills, even in temperatures of 100 degrees and more, they surmount all
obstacles and without hesitation cross rivers.
With 8 – 10 miles over hedge and ditch
Next to endurance, frugality and strength the horse shows a good character even beginners
feel safe and comfortable. With all his urge to push forward and diligence, this horse is
always willing and obedient – even the stallions.
On the trail, the special gait of this breed – the Foxtrot - is welcomed; it is a kind of broken
trot without percussion, which can be maintained over long distances. With eight to ten
miles per hour they go in the foxtrot over hedge and ditch.
Surely other breeds like the Haflinger or the Russian Kabardin are also showing endurance
and safety in gaits, but no other breed is able to cover difficult terrain in such a speed. It is
therefore no surprise that the American Forest Rangers, who have to cover huge territories
such as the Yellowstone Park, prefer the Missouri Fox-trotting Horse. The origin of this
breed can be traced into the Ozarks, a mountainous region between the State of Missouri
and Arkansas. During the 19th century the first settlers arrived here from Tennessee,
Illinois, Kentucky and other regions of the US. The horses they brought along were not
safe enough for this rocky country nor did they show the endurance, necessary or a
comfortable riding.
40 mile per day were not impossible
A horse showing such qualities had to be bred from existing breeds. Out of Morgan
Horses, Thorough-bred’s, Arabien’s, mares with Berber-origin, Tennessee Walker,
American Saddle-bred Horses, Saddle Horses and Standardbreds a compact, but noble
horse was born, which could offer next
to the walk, the foxtrot, the gallop still other comfortable gaits.
The Missouri Fox-trotting Horse quickly became the rancher’s and sheriff’s favorite,
actually for all people who had to cover long distances in rocky terrain. 40 miles and more
per day were not unusual
IN IMPASSABLE TERRAIN THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO ARABIAN’S
Still today old horsemen tell stories with enthusiasms about their strength and endurance,
such as, even after a long ride they had to work in the fields for the rest of the day.
Sundays they towed the family carriage to church.
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The breeders of those days quickly became famous, the Alsups with their stallion
Bremmer, who’s descendants became famous race-horses. The Kissees with Old Fox and
Old Diamond, or William Dunn who’s stallion
Old Skip produced diligent, enduring descendants with good character.
With jealousy the breeders of the Ozark watched their horses. For many years it was
prohibited to sell the Missouri Fox-trotting Horse outside State.
How many of these desirable horses do exist today? The Missouri Fox- Trotting Horse
Breed Association (MFTHBA) founded in 1948 has registered about 75,000 worldwide;
the majority is living in the US.
The Missouri Fox-trotting Horse has found many friends in the US, they are well liked as
ride- pack-and hunting horses but most of all for trail rides in mountainous country.
With great success they participate in so called “Competitive Trail Rides” which are much
liked in the US, they must not only cover the distance but show gate opening, side walk,
back walk, and also jump smaller obstacles. More and more they find their place in
endurance competitions, in which they show superiority to the Arabian’s especially in
mountainous and impassable country.
Reflection to Versatility
The Missouri Fox-trotting Horses are very much engaged in shows, the biggest one being
the MFTHBA Futurity in June and the Breeders Cup in August. In the shows reserved for
this breed they compete against each other in the following disciplines:
* Model-classes, comparable to the Halter-classes for Western Horses
* Performance-classes in which they have to show also the canter next to the foxtrot and
flat foot walk. We noticed an interesting difference to the other American Gaited Horses.
For the Missouri Fox-trotting Horses you don’t use a special saddle because they are
ridden with the Western Saddle and bits like Curb Bit or Billy Allen.
In shows open to all breeds the Missouri Fox-trotting Horse can compete with success also
in the Cattle-, roping and even Reining Classes.
Fortunately today there is a reflection to the versatility, which always has distinguished the
Missouri Fox-trotting Horse. This versatility was endangered during the last 50 years
because too much emphasis was given to breed show horses with great gaits; this
endangered the foxtrot. Today, again it is more important to the breeders that this special
gait is done in a clean rhythm.
Almost 350 Missouri Fox-trotting Horses live in the “Old World”
Very quickly also Europe developed a small Foxtrotter show scene. In 1996 the first
European Championship took place in the Bavarian town of Traunreut with entries of 40
horses, only 6 years after the Austrian, Helge Raaz, had imported the first Missouri Fox
Trotter mare named Outlaw’s County Lace, and 4 respectively 3 years after Lothar Rowe,
the President of the German Missouri Fox Trotter Association, had presented this breed to
the public at the Hippologica in Berlin and the Equitana in Essen/Germany.
From the beginning the Europeans were very much engaged in trail riding. In Europe the
Missouri Fox-trotting Horse is mostly liked and used as a country-, trail- and Western
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Horse. About 350 are known in the Old World, from which 160 are in Germany, 150 in
Austria. Others are in Switzerland, France and Spain.
BE CAREFUL WITH FEEDING TOO MUCH PROTEIN
You will certainly find good quality horses amongst the ones in Germany registered with
the MFTHBA. The prices start at Euro 3000 and up, trained horses depending on their
qualifications Euro 10000 and up.
There are no problems to import these horses from the US. These horses have no problems
getting used to the European climate. A good trail horse is available in the US for about $
7500, show horses and those for breeding are higher in price. You have to add freight and
cost for quarantine, for further information, please contact the German Missouri Fox
Trotter Association.
No matter whether it is an import or a MFT bred in Germany, you will like the attitude of
the Missouri Fox-trotting Horse. As with all Western Horses you have to watch not to
over-feed especially with protein.

CORRECTION OF THE PACE WITHOUT PROBLEM
The kind of shoeing depends on how the horse is used. For performance competitions you
should look for a farrier with knowledge in that discipline. In case such an expert is not
available a farrier from the race track can help.
One problem possible is that some horses have the tendency to pace. In order to breed
horses with a long stride, very often in the 70th of the last century, Tennessee Walker was
used for crossbreeding. But this pace tendency can easily be eliminated by a professional
trainer and therefore it is not considered a quality problem. But a beginner should see to
get help by a professional.
As a beginner you will ask yourself how to recognize whether a Missouri Fox-trotting
Horse is safe in doing the Foxtrot or whether it shows the tendency to pace. The answer is
very simple, just ask for the horse to be shown in all gaits with loose reins and ride the
horse yourself. It will not take long until you start getting crazy about this lovable
American horse.
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